DIGITAL ACADEMICS
Get more out of your virtual classes

LEVEL UP YOUR CLASS PREP
- Set a schedule with key dates, daily study, and regular breaks
- Complete all assignments and readings before class
- Annotate as you read; jot down questions and insights
- Get immediate help from professors, tutors, or classmates on tricky topics

STUDY SMARTER... ACTIVELY
- Practice with a variety of problems from course material, other texts, and old exams
- Find patterns, themes, and overarching concepts
- Be the educator: Make a study guide, quiz yourself, tutor, discuss material with classmate or friend
- Get creative: Make a concept map, infographic, or illustration

GET MORE FROM CLASS TIME
- Set aside electronics and other distractions
- Share questions and insights from your class prep
- Stay on topic in both chat and spoken comments

HELP SET A FRIENDLY TONE
- Avoid sarcasm and inside jokes in class; they are easily misinterpreted online
- Assume others have good intentions (even on bad days)
- Treat anything you write or say as public and permanent
- Use body language and comments to indicate you understand

CHECK YOUR TECH
- Make sure your assignments match the assigned format
- Have a backup plan for internet disruption
- Notify professor/teammates/IT support of any challenges immediately

ACS Chemistry for Life